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Summary
A detail-oriented Digital Product Designer with 10+ years of experience in producing eﬃcient form & function solutions. Armed
with a comprehensive understanding of HTML and CSS, capable of designing applicable user interfaces that push the limits of
designated medium. Possesses a track record of designing a platform of interoperable interfaces that include a mobile app, an
administrative interface and a website building tool; with an easy to use drag and drop mechanism, aimed at users with no
technical background.

Technical Skills
Design & Wireframing Tools
Sketch, Figma, XD, Photoshop, Illustrator, After Eﬀects

Web Technologies & Frameworks
HTML, CSS, Sass, Javascript, Jquery, Vue.js, Grunt

Work Experience
MeetingHand
Digital Product Designer
feb 2016 - present

Redesigned the brand identity to better reflect the company vision and objectives, conceptualized
and developed a consistent visual design system, including a customized icon set.
Conceptualized and designed dashboard interfaces for three diﬀerent user types with diﬀerent
goals. Established a front-end architecture with reusable components, running on Vue.js framework.
Designed and developed a custom mobile app building tool, a custom website building tool and
an event agenda building tool, with an easy to use drag and drop mechanism, aimed at users
with no technical background.

Nokta Domains
Project Leader
apr 2013 - jul 2015

Led a team of 5 spectacular teammates in the design and development process of the ecommerce service which enables the customers to purchase or lease the domain names.
Designed and developed a domain name valuation tool that scores the given domain name
across various quality parameters and casts a report as output.
Designed and developed various landing pages for most valuable domain names which even
includes a “find the pair” game built with phaser.js.

Positive - A Digital
Approach
Sr. Front-end Developer

Introduced and integrated the mobile first approach and responsive design concept to product
design process of the company.

feb 2011 - apr 2013

Developed and integrated a boilerplate front-end development system to initiate upcoming
projects faster.

Sanpark

Designed and developed more than 100 websites of various densities.

User Interface Designer
Front-end Developer
feb 2007 - feb 2011

Participated in the design and development of a content management system interface for the
customers.
Introduced and integrated “front-end development based on web standards” into company culture.

Education
Eastern Mediterranean University
Department of Computer Studies and Information Technologies
jun 2000 - feb 2007
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